Beautiful Convergence
#DandPLovesBeauty
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At Dalziel and Pow we love talking
about design, brands and stores.
We see new opportunities everywhere,
and right now we’re inspired and
excited by the female
beauty market.

Successful beauty retail is an increasingly complex
challenge; it can no longer rely on the traditional
approach of messaging, glossy images and the simple
display of products and ranges to appeal to its audiences.
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Through our work across all sectors, we know
how the female consumer has changed from brand
follower to savvy shopper. She’s done her homework
before she even enters the store, and seeks inspiration
over aspiration.
Age, lifestyle and ‘how to look’ all play a part.
However, we’re increasingly seeing customers’
appetites better satisfied by brands that don’t make
assumptions or judgements, and instead offer
captivating, active experiences.
We’ve spotted an opportunity in the beauty retail
market where fashion, wellbeing, fitness and lifestyle
converge. This convergence creates new, standout
and ownable experiences that are proving to be more
engaging, sharable, and ultimately, more successful
at driving loyalty and sales.
We’ve travelled and researched, debated and tested,
and dedicated a whole month to #DandPLovesBeauty,
identifying three key insights that are shaping the new
face of beauty retail:

1. Community of Experts
2. Intelligent Curation
3. Seamlessly Integrated

© Dalziel and Pow

Community
of Experts
Consumers use their own insights to
drive purchasing decisions, shopping the
way that suits them. This informed and
connected female customer, who no longer
takes a brand’s ‘word for it’, is driving
a more democratic beauty industry.

Community of Experts

Customers are experts
in their own right
The emotional attachment of brand to customer
has always existed.

Pinterest-esque platform Sephora Beauty Board
was launched in March 2014. It’s an online community
for the beauty-obsessed customer, and a space for
advocates to swap tips and how-to’s. Customers
upload a picture of their make-up look, accompanied
by the products used to create it, giving browsers
the ability to shop that exact look in the online store.
Features include interest-based filters, ability to ‘love’
or save looks, and tag-able products.

“...that connection typically starts with a
‘shared value’ that consumers believe they
hold in common with the brand.”
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Aaron Lottonn, Corporate Executive Board.

We have seen how brands are reaching further to
their audiences by initiating dialogue and encouraging
emotional connections. By creating platforms for
customers to connect, share their values and interests,
they are building loyalty and trust.
Sidestepping advertisements and magazines, today’s
consumer favours an online community of peers who
listen and respond to her needs. This shift across all
sectors is especially relevant in beauty, where vloggers
and customer reviews are becoming more influential
than brand perception.
By translating images into shoppable products, these
impartial reviews are an increasingly powerful selling
tool. They empower the customer to seamlessly
share, explore and develop her knowledge in her own
personal space.

© Sephora

“I need the opinion of my friends,”
says Raquel, a Sephora customer. Sarah turns to
magazine reviews of products, while Rhea looks
for reviews online (both shop at Sephora). “If I’m
looking for something new I’ll pop on their
website and see what the reviews say about
things,” says Rhea.

Community of Experts

We also saw...
Customer creativity

Zoella is a beauty, fashion and lifestyle blog started
in 2009 by 19-year-old writer Zoe Sugg. She’s now
an internet vlogging superstar thanks to her online
make-up tutorials on YouTube, and her first novel
Girl Online broke the record for the highest first
week sales for a debut author in 2014.

Recognising its customers’ creativity, Urban Decay
ran a competition through Pinterest to promote its
new Electric make-up collection. The competition
required participants to start a pinboard called
‘Get Electric with UD’, adding looks that they would
wear to music festivals with a chance to win tickets to
2014’s sold-out Coachella festival. The competition
was engaging and yielded valuable customer insight
for the brand.
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Vloggers and bloggers

© Zoella

“Zoella’s peers really connect with her, it’s a
gang of friends letting you in and saying you are
OK. Of course they are trying it for themselves;
the vlogger generation is alive and kicking. Like it
or not, at that moment in their lives dialogue,
and this permission to gain common ground and
share experiences with others really matters.”
Caroline Johnston, Dalziel and Pow
Read our Insights on Beauty Advocates at
http://www.dalziel-pow.com/blog/beauty-advocate

© Urban Decay

© Pinterest

According to webceo.com’s
Seven Examples of Killer
Social Media Marketing
Campaigns from 2014,
Urban Decay’s Pinterest page
gained over 51,000 followers
on one board alone.

Community of Experts

Pro-age
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Older women have been starring in many more
fashion and beauty campaigns in recent years - Iris
Apfel for MAC and & Other Stories, Linda Rodin
for JCrew and The Row, Jacky O’Shaughnessy for
American Apparel, and recently Joan Didion for
Céline, to name but a few. Women are becoming
more accepting of age and looking to make the most
of what they have, while blogs such as Advanced
Style have paved the way for multiple pro-age
beauty blogs.

Iris Apfel for MAC.
© Mac Cosmetics

Joan Didion for Céline.
© Juergen Teller / Celine

“Forget anti-ageing. Smart women know that
potions won’t erase the decades. Help them
celebrate what they have.”
Cindy Joseph, ‘How to be Pro-Age, Not Anti-Age’

© thebeautyplus.com

Meet
Jacky.
There was something so compelling about
Jacky’s look and energy when we first
spotted her in a New York restaurant this
winter that we introduced ourselves and
pulled up a chair. After a long discussion
on careers, health, age, and beauty, we
asked her if she would consider modelling
for us. We were thrilled when she agreed.
Classic, ageless clothing and accessories
made in the USA, that’s American Apparel
© American Apparel, Inc.
© American Apparel, Inc.

Community of Experts

Opportunities
–––
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Bridge the gap between online beauty
communities and store environment.
Facilitate idea-sharing in-store
Introduce community touch-points in-store to make
consumers feel they are part of, and influencers in,
a bigger, evolving story.
Integrate familiar social media platforms
You can use customers’ reviews and personally created
content to remain relevant, adapting to a constantly
changing market.

Community of Experts

Brands are
responsive advisors
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Traditionally, brands set the ‘looks’ of the season, and
shoppers made an appointment at a brand counter to
re-create it. Every beauty hall is full of these experts:
Sephora’s cast members, MAC’s make-up artists,
Smashbox’s passion born out of the studios in LA.
All deliver in-depth product knowledge and technical
know-how, their way.
But some brands are approaching their customers
differently by not taking for granted her existing
knowledge, and understanding how she wants to
learn about beauty.
“Millennials are the most informed generation
to date and are influencing the way all customers
are interacting with brands. Now, everyone has a
voice and the strongest brands of tomorrow will
be the ones that listen, inspire and engage.”
Jeff Fromm, Co-Author of Marketing to Millennials

A hands-on approach marks a shift from instructive,
one-way communication to intimate, individualised
dialogue that builds shopper confidence.

Bobbi Brown’s ethos is to help women become
their own beauty experts – enhancing their routine,
and finding the right products for their skin type
and lifestyle. The Studio store in London offers
an extensive menu of make-up lessons ranging
from quick 10-minute tutorials to 60-minute
masterclasses. There’s an emphasis on developing
skills and consulting store experts before
purchasing. The in-store experience is backed up
by the ability to ‘Talk to an Artist’ online, books,
and the new Ask Bobbi app.
“My two favourite things about the Bobbi
Brown store were the entrance space - it has
a ‘menu’ that explains exactly what’s on offer
in the store, all free and so simple - and the
staff. They were all super friendly and very
knowledgeable, offering great advice for the
‘lesson’ you requested. I came away wanting
to buy everything on the cute drawing they
made explaining the products they used.”
Hannah, Bobbi Brown advocate

“Friendly staff not only treat you to any look
of your choice for free, but they also advise
and teach you techniques along the way.
A real emphasis on teaching and knowledge
that isn’t just brand and product focused
leaves you impressed.”
Clare, new customer at Bobbi Brown’s Covent Garden store

All images © Bobbi Brown Professional Cosmetics

Community of Experts

We also saw...
Coaching creativity
The salon space has a temporary feel emphasising
the fast fashion, changeable and almost disposable
nature of the wash in, wash out products, with a
limited palette of black walls and reclaimed timber
shelves. This allows the bright products to really
stand out and subtly mimics the rebellious
customer’s quest for individuality. Each piece of
wood is different to the other and vintage seating
is given a new lease of life in the salon.
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Starting as an independent hair salon in East London
in 2010, Bleach pioneered the dip-dye and striking
pastel-coloured hair trends. The brand was built
around a fun, edgy persona, utilising social media
and celebrities. As the waiting lists became longer and
the brand outgrew the salon, Bleach opened a salon
within Topshop’s London flagship and launched its
own range of DIY hair products with a ‘how-to’ vlog.

© Bleach London

Bleach London’s salon
environment allows for the
customers’ quirky creativity
to shine through and for
them to leave a little bit of
themselves behind by pinning
scattered shots on the walls.

© Bleach London
© Tales of a Pale Face

Community of Experts

#MACnificent Me

Connections

MAC’s make-up collections and collaborations are
famous within the beauty industry. Its latest venture
asks customers to think about beauty that goes further
than make-up - ‘MACnificence comes in many forms.
What’s yours?’. The competition asked participants
to write and submit a mantra about what makes them
unique. Six winners will receive a trip to New York to
star in a photoshoot, with one selected to be the next
face of the MACnificent Me collection.

Bare Minerals’ NY SoHo store challenges
traditional make-up retail tactics by merchandising
products by five skin shades – ‘light’ through to
‘deep’ – each with its own testing station and mirror.
The upper floor, meanwhile, is a blank canvas for
special events, workshops and ‘girlfriend parties’.
“We introduce our brand in ways that are
innovative by inspiring real human connections.”
Bare Minerals
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The use of real people in the photography makes it
feel relevant and achievable.

© MAC Cosmetics
© Bare Escentuals Beauty Inc

© Dalziel and Pow

Community of Experts

Opportunities
–––
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Lift barriers between us and them.
Coach creativity.
Empower your customer
Switch one-way instruction for natural, accessible and
transparent dialogue, embracing the consumer’s own
insight of what does and doesn’t work for her.
Build product playgrounds
Spaces offering exploration and experimentation
without pressure to buy are a key way to build brand loyalty.
Stores have a unique advantage over online in this respect,
so make them into knowledge banks where she
can touch and test.

Intelligent
Curation
Curating complementary products and
services has been a strong retail trend in
numerous sectors. It’s no longer enough
for retailers to present a collection of
products, hoping the shopper will join
the dots. More beauty brands are using
intelligent curation to target specific
customer needs.

Intelligent Curation

Beauty brands curate
for convenience

© Birchbox
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Curation offers a fast track through the often inefficient
and confusing decision-making process. It can surprise
customers with new ideas in simple yet creative packages,
and win trust by demonstrating unbiased authority.
Birchbox started online in 2010 as a beauty and
lifestyle subscriptions service, delivering a supply of
five samples – from established brands to niche lines –
around a monthly theme, all the while earning points
for redemption in its online store. Online videos and
articles on new techniques and trends help customers
get the most out of their samples. At Birchbox’s
New York store, shoppers can build or curate their
own personal boxes.
Combining customer likes and preferences with
brands’ tried-and-tested expertise, plus a big dose
of surprise and ‘what’s hot right now’, is a winning
formula. Then there’s the comfort of being able to
try out products at home, without an audience, guilt
or judgement.

© Birchbox

© Birchbox

© Dalziel and Pow

Intelligent Curation

We also saw...
Nature created. They curated

Originally & Other Stories was going to be a beautyonly store before being developed into a fashion
lifestyle destination, so it’s no surprise that its offer is
well considered. & Other Stories’ own-brand beauty
products sit alongside cult beauty brands throughout
the store - matching the must-have nail varnish with
this season’s coat.

The simple, straight-forward curation of Burt’s Bees
products in-store offers the customer independence
and convenience. Products are enhanced by layers of
brand storytelling, taking customers on an engaging
journey through Burt’s natural kitchen chemistry.
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Fashion - lifestyle - everything

© Dalziel and Pow

© Sprinkles on a Cupcake

© Dalziel and Pow

“The best parts of this store for me were the
strong brand and the curated collections such as
the Top 10 and the Classics Collection. The wall
bays were also simply explained with each one
for a different area of the body. I also liked that
around the shop there were references to how
the product was made, including a beehive with
products on it at the entrance.”
Bev, 24, advocate of natural products

Intelligent Curation

Buying the Hollywood look
“It has been designed with the five-minute,
solo shopper in mind, as well as those looking
for a personalised make-up artist service.”
Charlotte Tilbury
© Fenwick
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Make-up artist to the stars Charlotte Tilbury has
launched a range of make-up kits to create a whole
look - from The Golden Goddess to Vintage Vamp.
What makes these kits extra special is the video
tutorial delivered by Tilbury herself playing on the
built-in screen.

© Mishmreow

“The thing I liked most about Charlotte
Tilbury were the 10 named and curated looks.
This made it really easy for the customer to get
fresh ideas. They were displayed with the most
important item to create the look, down to things
you may choose to add, exactly like the model.
And for even more convenience, if you wanted
to buy the whole look, you can find it already
boxed up right underneath!”
Tilly, 22, inspired by Tilbury’s ‘Uptown Girl’

At the launch of her
range in Fenwick, Bond
Street, Charlotte Tilbury’s
Hollywood glamour aesthetic
also had a presence in the
footwear department: beauty
and shoes together to inspire
the perfect look.
© Charlotte Tilbury

Intelligent Curation

Opportunities
–––
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House-of-brands retailers can take advantage of their access
to large and diverse product groups.
Retailers become curators
Housing a set of chosen beauty brands is no longer enough
to win over today’s beauty consumer; etailers are making
strides with a more tailored approach built around
stories or lifestyles.
Establish ‘your brand, their brand’ boundaries
Cut through brand chatter to make unbiased
recommendations in your own authoritative tone-of-voice
in order to build trust and boost credibility in the eyes
of the consumer.

Intelligent Curation

Curation anticipates
personal needs
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Delving further into customers’ lifestyles and interests
to connect on an emotional level is also emerging as
a key theme. Less is more: curating fewer products,
targeted to particular needs, makes them instantly
covetable and personal.

Violet Grey presents an evolving selection of ‘hero’
beauty products via an ecommerce site/e-magazine
and LA retail space. Each product in its small, edited
range has passed the ‘Violet Code’ and been selected
by leading Hollywood make-up artists. Instead of
a brand’s whole range, you might see a lipstick by
Tom Ford, a mascara by YSL and a face oil by Rodin.
It also sells kits of high-price products: collections
of cosmetics, lingerie exclusives or dressing room
favourites, assembled to anticipate customers’ needs.
Cassandra Grey owner of Violet Grey.
© Sebastian Kim

“”
The best gift a friend can
receive is one that solves
her biggest beauty woe.
“The first class set - for the
woman who requires dewy skin at
a cruising altitude of 39,000 feet”

“The nude scene prep - for
those moments when clothing is
optional”

All images © Violet Grey

Like Violet Grey, brands are adding depth to
their proposition by including products outside their
core offer and building these into imaginative stories.
The approach helps them stay a step ahead, pre-empting
the emotional and social interests of the customer.

© Laure Joliet

Set in a discreet penthouse on Melrose Place, LA,
the Violet Grey retail space feels like walking into
an aspirational home environment, in keeping with
its ‘older sister’ friendly yet authoritative tone of
voice. Among the luxurious finishes and furniture
pieces product feels almost secondary, with lounging
zones where you can get inspired by perusing the
latest lifestyle and fashion photography magazines.
Small ‘shop the shelves’ areas display ranges of
products deemed the most necessary by those who
know best, emphasising its brand values: authentic,
validated, coveted.

© Violet Grey

Intelligent Curation

Inspired by real life
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Emily Weiss, a former Vogue assistant with an affinity
for beauty products, founded the cult beauty blog
Into The Gloss in 2010. She interviews models,
make-up artists and other admirable women about
the beauty products they use and why. The success
of the blog led Emily to launch her own highly edited
range of products, Glossier, in 2014 - ‘How many
products do you own, and how many do you actually use?’
Setting a New Year’s resolution to create ‘the best
darn cleanser the world has ever seen’, blog readers
have been asked what their dream cleanser looks,
smells and feels like. So far the post has had 364
replies and counting...

© Glossier

© Glossier

© Glossier

Intelligent Curation

We also saw...
A marketplace of ideas
“We See Beauty is a for-benefit marketplace
of ideas, stories and products that support the
cooperative movement.” We See Beauty
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Online they curate ideas and inspiration alongside
beauty, lifestyle and accessories, design, film and
printed matter. The full line is sold exclusively
in-store at selected Barneys locations.

© We See Beauty

© We See Beauty

“I see the website also becoming a resource
and archive for both how people see beauty
in the world and a viable platform for social
enterprise. We See Beauty aims to be a multiproduct platform for the advancement of forbenefit business. It will encompass beauty in
its larger sense: spanning from beautiful
ideas and discoveries to beautiful products.”
Ariana Mouyiaris, Creative Director MAKE

We See Beauty describes itself as:
“A movement that believes that through shared
ownership we can establish a more equitable
and beautiful society for all. We believe in
starting local with the hope that these ideas
spread globally. By selling beautiful ideas and
products, including MAKE - the first for-benefit
brand of We See Beauty - we can empower
local economies and strengthen communities,
starting with our own in New York.”

Intelligent Curation

Opportunities
–––
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Curate for both immediate and long-term
personal beauty needs.
Appeal to the present
In comparison to the agile nature of e-commerce and social
media, stores have a hard job being responsive when it
matters. Home in on what the savvy beauty customer needs
right now, and present her with products that hit the spot.
Edits refresh the message
Curating relevant stories is a key opportunity for retailers
to present a new angle on existing products.
Talk about the ‘why’ - communicating the key benefits and guide her to ‘what else’ so she can purchase again.

Seamlessly
Integrated
Following the initial push for digital
integration into retail environments,
we have seen more sophisticated tools
and seamless interactions emerging
in the beauty sector. These tangible
and playful interfaces are being used
to connect with the customer through
knowledge, ingredients, trends
and inspiration.

Seamlessly Integrated

Immersive multi-channel
store experiences
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Brands are fusing digital and physical retail for
all-encompassing, inspirational customer experiences
that resonate on both a global and personal level.
Burberry is one brand that understands customers
are not visiting stores just to buy, but to learn and
be inspired.
“The Burberry Beauty Box brings together our
fashion and beauty worlds, merging physical and
digital experiences that allow people to explore
and combine Burberry make-up, fragrance and
accessories in new, playful and exciting ways.”
Christopher Bailey, Burberry’s Chief Creative and CEO

All images © Burberry

The store also incorporates a Digital Runway,
a Nail Bar (now including lipstick) where customers
can virtually try on new colours, seasonal beauty
looks to complement the brand’s catwalk collections,
and an extension of Runway Made to Order, retailing
beauty products immediately after they appear in
Burberry’s catwalk shows.
Beauty Box is one facet of Burberry’s digital
universe; at its flagship store on Regent Street
Burberry.com is brought to life and, according to
Vogue’s Ella Alexander, “customers can experience
every facet of the brand through immersive
multimedia content, as they do online.”
Digital tools are used throughout the flagship, from
small-scale playful product interactions to vast ‘live’
runways. The result is a compelling and immersive
extension of its brand story.

© Burberry

Seamlessly Integrated

We also saw...
Edible inspiration
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Toronto-based Bite Beauty creates innovative
lipsticks that are healthy enough to eat! At its Lip Lab
store in New York customers can have a custom
shade of lipstick blended and manufactured in seven
minutes by a team of ‘Lip Artists’. The next level
of this highly immersive store experience would be
incorporating the wealth of online inspiration to excite
and encourage exploration.

© Burberry

Burberry Beauty Box is warm, inviting and
inspiring. It feels as though you have walked into a
premium pastry bar with subtle material touches such
as marble, oak herringbone and brass, which help
frame the carefully curated products. iPad payment
is brought to you, and the delight of the packaging
makes the product feel even more special - the
customer can re-live the experience when they get
home. An emailed receipt of thanks invites the
customer to go back, and they are happy to oblige.

© Bite Beauty

Seamlessly Integrated

Clever chemistry

“Previously hidden spaces such as the
workshop, studio or laboratory are increasingly
becoming part of the retail space, giving an
unprecedented insight into what usually goes
on behind-the-scenes. What’s more, brands are
enabling customers to take the reins and create
or customise their own pieces. The strategy
promotes brand trust and, in turn, loyalty.
Equally, behind-the-scenes entertainment can
enrich the store experience and boost dwell-time.”

Le Labo mixes fragrances in front of the customer
for a personalised experience. Stores are designed
more like a chemistry lab than your normal beauty
counter, complete with scales, mixing beakers and
lines of small dark bottles ready to be measured.
When ordering online the personal element arises
when you are asked to write your own message
that will be added to your bottle.

David Wright, Dalziel and Pow
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Read our Insights on Access All Areas: Brand Transparency at
http://www.dalziel-pow.com/opinion/access-areas-brandtransparency-instore

All images © Izzy Tuason

© Eric Paternot

Seamlessly Integrated

Immersive storytelling

Soft tech

Gorilla, the fragrance arm of Lush cosmetics,
draws its quirky inspiration from sources as diverse
as ‘a basement cafe […] on the wrong side of town’
to stone circles and Beat poets. It uses live events
such as secret bus tours, pop-up exhibitions and
cinema screenings to recreate the atmosphere each
scent is supposed to evoke - storytelling at its most
immersive. In line with its musical influences,
fragrances are released in collections called ‘albums’.

Use of digital in our new store concept for
The White Company needed to be subtle and
refined to fit with the lifestyle brand’s premium
positioning. Our solution saw bespoke designs,
text and animations being projected onto surfaces
in five select locations around the store. The effect
is intimate, elegant and a little magical.
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Each projection is perfectly tailored to product and
their situation in the store, from messaging scrolling
across pillows encouraging shoppers to touch, to
evocative imagery of natural ingredients in Fragrance.

All images © Lush Retail Ltd

© Dalziel and Pow

Seamlessly Integrated

Opportunities
–––
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Digital platforms converge fashion and beauty
ideas alongside inspiration.
Strive for a seamless
inspiration-to-purchase experience
Passage between physical and online worlds should be
effortless, immersive and exciting.
Join the dots between tangible and imaginary
Digital gives you the ability to fuse dialogue, inspiration and,
ultimately, purchases. Opportunities lie within this vital link
between assets the customer can touch and interact with now
(i.e. products and store environments)
and the bigger brand picture.

Seamlessly Integrated

Digital tools balanced
by human touch points
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Numerous apps and websites aim to pair customers
with beauty products they’ll love, matching everything
from lifestyle to age or skin type. As a result, retailers
must give clued-up, connected consumers good
reason to come in-store; they must add value to the
experience. This means not only utilising digital tools,
but connecting on a personal level too.

At Clinique’s pop-up Great Skin Lab in London,
customers gain a greater understanding of their skin
type and get help building a tailor-made regime.
‘A day in the life of your skin’ is a fun and informative
digital pod experience for calculating an individual’s
daily needs. The journey concludes with a one-to-one
consultation, interpreting the data and using expertise
to recommend the best products.

The digital experience is enhanced by products and
human interaction, whether it’s asking for a sample
of the prescribed skincare route or discussing in-depth
skincare needs. It validates the purchase anxiety or
guilt felt with online shopping, and reassures the
customer that they are treated as an individual, not
as a statistic or an outcome on a piece of software.
At Clinique, while the digital pod (see opposite)
can do the gathering and provide the fun, interactive
element, the human exchange with a member of staff
is integral to the concept. Consumers are excited by
digital interactions, but we’ve seen they still want
a rounded experience that appeals to both
functional and emotional needs.

© Suzanne Duckett

© Suzanne Duckett

© Beautybrowntalk

Seamlessly Integrated
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We also saw...
Sensory journey

Know her

As part of The Beauty Project, Selfridges
launched Fragrance Lab as ‘a groundbreaking new
way to explore fragrance’, taking customers on a
sensory journey to create a bespoke scent reflective
of their personality. Customers were given an iPad
questionnaire determining scent preferences and
shopping habits, directed through light / dark rooms,
and invited to touch and sniff objects. For the final
stage, they emerged in one of Selfridges’ windows
where a ‘lab technician’ prescribed the personalised
fragrance along with a summary and number scent.

The Beautiful Me app taps into users’ social
channels such as Facebook profile pictures to visualise
skin health, make-up regularities, ageing and haircare.
The app goes further to make tailored recommendations
calculated on skin tones and colour preferences,
linked to products available on the market.
Beautified Me reduces risk when making purchasing
decisions and expands customer product knowledge.
We’re asking ourselves how retailers who keep
make-up records can enhance this existing service.

© Modiface

© Selfridges & Co.

Seamlessly Integrated

The Nose
With one Paris store and a website, Nose is
reinventing online fragrance buying. ‘My Diagnosis’
asks users to fill in a profile of three past perfumes,
informs them of their favoured fragrance notes and
families, then recommends five perfumes that can be
ordered as a sample kit for €10. When the kit arrives
the customer evaluates the scents and updates their
profile. Five new recommendations are made and
the journey starts again until the perfect fragrance
is found.

© Nose

© Pierre Lucet-Penato

© Nose

© Nose

Seamlessly Integrated

Opportunities
–––
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Bond customer and technology together through emotive
digital interactions that are appropriate and relevant.
Avoid ‘one screen fits all’ solutions
While digital tools offering advice or product comparison will
be welcome, customers shy away from overtly prescriptive
outcomes. After all, no amount of digital aids can guarantee
how a fragrance actually smells on her skin, or how
a moisturiser feels the first time she wears it.
Adopt a broader take on beauty
The digital experience is richer and more inspiring
when in-store touch-points take a more expansive approach,
connecting with beauty as a subject – such as celebrating rituals
around beauty, or inviting customers to play and to learn.

Let’s talk...
Dalziel and Pow is a London-based
agency with over 30 years’ experience
in brand and retail design. Our passion
is creating great customer experiences.
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We develop brand environments and
communications across all key touchpoints, translating inspired concepts
into retail experiences that are unique
and engaging for the customer.
We travel, observe, listen, create and
experiment, designing brands and
defining them. We assess the latest
trends and how people are reacting
to them - right now the female beauty
market has captured our imaginations
and hopefully yours too.

Insights and Strategy

Exhibitions

Restaurants

Brand Communications

Digital Strategy and
Content

Retail Environments

Art Direction

Branding

We’d love to hear your thoughts and
discuss how these insights can be
applied to your brand.
Email us at
beauty@dalziel-pow.com
or call +44 (0)20 7837 7117
to start the conversation.

5-8 Hardwick Street
London EC1R 4RG
+44 (0)20 7837 7117

dalziel-pow.com

